
D
ependency is not a First Nations personality trait.
Successful First Nations dramatically prove this point.
When there are opportunities and, most importantly,

the organizational capacity to act, First Nations (FN) seize them.
Reserves may be difficult places with horrendous social
problems, but make no mistake, given the chance, many First
Nations people will move ‘home’ if there is an opportunity to be
successful. The thing most Canadians don’t know is that reserves
are unsuccessful by federal government design, not First
Nations choice.

Many Canadians are tired of being blamed for the ‘Indian
problem’. We are all casting about for whom to blame. I’d say
let’s put the blame, solely where it belongs: everywhere.
Indigenous relations has been one of Canada’s biggest
boondoggles. We don’t know each other, we don’t trust each
other and these days it appears that a lot of us don’t like each
other. 

Mainstream is culpable because they have bought the
rhetoric of First Nations dependency. ‘Why don’t they just fix
up their reserves and stop depending on the government?’
mainstream asks. First Nations are culpable because they have
bought the victim rhetoric. ‘Canada has mistreated us. We need
more from government,’ they say.

Dependency on reserves was an intended part of the
Canadian government’s design to disable First Nations in terms
of economic opportunities, thus alienating them from their
valuable land that was/is so desired by settlers/developers.
Dependency was not the First Nations’ response of choice but
rather a systematic requirement by the Canadian government.
It should surprise no one that it succeeded.

Dependency is the outcome of years of the state’s legal refusal
to allow First Nations to participate in decisions that affect their
lives and lands. I’m not talking about grand sovereignty issues.
I’m talking about everyday kind of local decisions that humans
in small groups like municipalities make all the time. Those
decisions were, and in many cases still are, made in Ottawa by
people who may have never stepped inside the little community
they are controlling.

Take housing for instance. Until recently—and I mean the

past 10 years or so—it was impossible for most First Nations
people on most reserves to borrow money to build a house
(something the rest of us take for granted). 

For the past hundred years, in spite of constant FNs’ appeals
otherwise, there has been one source of housing financial
assistance on reserves—government grants—distributed solely
by government decree and generally directed to the most needy.
Are we surprised then that dependent, needy people populate
reserves? There were no mechanisms for the ambitious to use to
house themselves. Housing policy has determined the face of
reserves in Canada.

It occurs to me that in terms of housing it’s not just FNs who
are dependent. Both FNs and mainstream citizens have become
dependent on the financial mechanism that was designed (solely
and utterly by the government) for each group: access to secure
and available financing for mainstream, government grants for
FNs. 

Our lending mechanisms for the mainstream population are
creating some grief these days because many people have
become too dependent on borrowing to the point that they have
buried themselves in debt. Our granting mechanisms are
creating some grief these days as well because FNs still don’t
have equal access to mainstream lending mechanisms and still
must rely on government assistance when acquiring a house. 

Housing is the best example of the persistence of government
control over FNs and the dramatic disaster that results. First
Nations are working hard to pull themselves out of the century-
old housing system. It’s not easy. Unfortunately it has not been
a hundred years since there was a problem. Instead, it has been
a hundred years of incessant practice of the problem, with a
piecemeal approach to a fix.

The housing solutions over the past several decades remind
me of the one of the platforms put forward by the
Hippopotamus party when politics was fun in Canada. They
were going to change the side of the road Canadians drive on
but they wanted to phase-in the change so as to not alarm
drivers all at once. Thus they proposed that busses and trucks
should go first.

Tom Flanagan and other Harper ‘thinkers’ promote
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privatization as the cure-all for the on-reserve housing problem.
They are using a ‘shock doctrine’ approach—take a problem and
use it to achieve your greater and often unrelated political goals.
Many Canadians like their solution: just disband reserves—
problem solved—and unrelated political goals around the land
that is left are achieved.

I say why not listen to the solution that has been put forward
by First Nations and government for the past 70 years: give First
Nations control over their housing with all the same checks and
balances to borrowing and building as off-reserve.

‘Are you kidding?’ you ask. Take a look at Attawapiskat.
Exactly. Attawapiskat is an example of the Hippopotamus party
solution. That community has none of the same checks and
balances to borrowing and building as off-reserve. But it has
been given some of the authority.

If you want a good news on-reserve housing story, take a look
at what happens when reserve residents get the opportunity to
build a house of their choice with their own mortgage. They are
lining up across the country willing to put their money down.
They want their communities to be successful. The trouble is
that a workable system of checks and balances is not yet in place.
But then why would there be—reserves are still being designed
in Ottawa or perhaps Calgary. That’s the part we need to change.

Sylvia Olsen is an award-winning author, Canadian historian,
and mother and grandmother. She has lived most of her adult
life in Tsartlip First Nation on Vancouver Island. She works in
housing on reserves across the country. Sylvia is a PhD
candidate at UVic and is writing a history of on-reserve
housing in Canada.0
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